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Season 5, Episode 6
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Soar Into the the World



After Kyoya refused the offer to join the Japanese team, Gingka is left wondering why. Meanwhile Hikaru and Ryo consider who will replace Kyoya, Ryo considering Tsubasa and Yu. Yu, Kenta and Masamune are eating in a cafe in a shopping centre. Yu complains loudly to anyone who will listen about how even if he wins against Tsubasa, he'll only be the sub member of the team. Madoka then rushes up to them and announces if Yu wins his match he will become the last regular member. Yu is overjoyed by the news and warns Masamune not to interfere in this match with Tsubasa, Masamune becoming very confused at this. Elsewhere, Tsubasa is sitting by a fire, thinking over his match with Kyoya. His eagle friend cries out, making ripples appear over the surface of the water in the mug he is holding. Tsubasa ponders over this. The next day, Tsubasa and Yu face each other in battle, Yu complaining he'd had enough of Masamune talking like he was above him. Tsubasa uses tactics to stop Yu from firing Libra's special move, but pulls it off anyway. As Tsubasa already knows how to break through this special move, victory looks to be his. At the last moment, Yu changes the frequency of the move, making it shine different colours, and stops Tsubasa's attack. Instead of fighting back, Tsubasa gives up resistance, allowing him to counter the special move and win the match. Gingka though is still disappointed by Kyoya, until that night Kenta and Benkei confront him about it, resulting in a battle that Madoka spectates. At the airport, the team are all excited for the tournament except Yu, who is still complaining. Benkei tries to encourage Yu to look on the bright side of this, just as Madoka turns up to be their support member as she now works for the WBBA. Ryo announces the team's name is Gan Gan Galaxy and will be flying out to China. Gingka comments the name suits them perfectly, whilst Masamune complains it only suits Gingka perfectly. The five board the plane, whilst all their friends wa
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
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